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ON THE PUBLIC INTEGRITY COUNCIL

The Public Integrity Council (PIC) is an
independent public body that, since 2016, has
been assisting the High Qualification Commission
of Judges of Ukraine (HQCJ) in the qualification
assessment of current judges and candidates for
the post of a judge.
The PIC is authorized to provide the HQCJ with
information about the judge (candidate for the
post of a judge) or a conclusion on his/her noncompliance with the criteria of professional ethics
and integrity. If there is a conclusion, the HQCJ
may decide to confirm the ability of such a judge
(candidate for the post of a judge) to administer
justice in the relevant court only if such a decision
is supported by at least 11 of its members (out of
16) i.e. by a qualified majority.
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The PIC members see their mission as establishing
high standards of professional ethics in the
judiciary. The values of the PIC are dignity, justice,
human rights, integrity and the respect for the
independence of judges. The principles of the PIC’s
work are good faith, impartiality, transparency,
responsibility and political neutrality.
The PIC is convinced that the independence of
judges and consequently, the right to a fair trial,
can only be ensured by cleansing the system of
judges who do not meet the criteria of professional
ethics and integrity; and updating the system
through fair competition through professionals
who meet these criteria.

COMPOSITION
AND POWERS
The PIC is a collegial body consisting of 20
representatives of various Non-Government
Organizations (NGOs), empowered to collect and
verify information on judges and candidates for
judicial positions, as well as to prepare mandatory
conclusions for consideration by the HQCJ. Leading
NGOs, delegate their representatives to the PIC for
two years.

This Report covers the work of the second
composition of the PIC, elected on December
17, 2018, by the meeting of NGOs that carry out
activities aimed at combating corruption, protecting
human rights and supporting institutional reforms,
including implementing projects in these areas.
Thus, persons elected to the second composition
of the PIC were delegated by the following NGOs:

In its activity the PIC is guided by the following:

All-Ukrainian Non-governmental organization
“Ukrainian Bar Association”;

Law of Ukraine “On the Judiciary
and the Status of Judges”;
Code of Judicial Ethics;
Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct,
approved by the United Nations Economic
and Social Council on 27 July 2006;

NGO All-Ukrainian Civil Platform New Country;
NGO Civic Lustration Committee;
NGO CRIMEASOS;
NGO The Ukrainian Centre for European Policy;
NGO “DEJURE Foundation”;
Centre for Civil Liberties NGO;

Indicators for determining judge’s
non-compliance based on the criteria
of professional ethics and integrity
approved on January 11, 2019; and

NGO Centre for Democracy and Rule of Law;

The PIC regulations.

Centre for Policy and Legal Reform;

According to the Law of Ukraine “On Prevention of
Corruption”, the requirements of anti-corruption
legislation apply to the PIC members. Their
electronic declarations can be found on the official
website of the National Agency on Corruption
Prevention.

NGO Centre for Economic Strategy;

NGO The Centre of United Actions;
NGO The Ukrainian Centre for European Policy.

ЧЛЕНАМИ ГРД ДРУГОГО
СКЛАДУ СТАЛИ:
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THE MEMBERS OF THE SECOND COMPOSITION OF PIC WERE:
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Vadym Valko

Yevhen Vorobiov

Mykhailo Zhernakov

Anton Marchuk

Lawyer of the AntiCorruption Action
Centre, member of the
NGO Automaidan

lawyer of “Bihus.info”

Doctor of Law, Chairman
of the Board of the
DEJURE Foundation

expert of the AntiCorruption Action
Centre

Andriy Kulibaba

Roman Sukhostavets

Roman Maselko

Eduard Mielkykh

Lawyer, Chairman of the
Board of the MINZMIN
NGO, a graduate student
of the Educational and
Scientific Institute of Law
of Sumy State University
(terminated his powers
on August 11, 2020)

Deputy Chairman of
the National Agency for
Corruption Prevention,
in the past - an expert
with the NGO “Bureau of
Legal Communications”
(terminated on January
24, 2020)

lawyer, member of the
board of the DEJURE
Foundation, member
of the Automaidan and
Advocacy Advisory
Panel NGOs

lawyer, public figure

Yevhenia Motorevska

Dmytro Ostapenko

Halyna Chyzhyk

Maksym Sereda

Investigative journalist of
“Slidstvo.Info”, host of the
“What was it” project on
the “Channel 24”

Lawyer, member of
the Ukrainian Bar
Association, advisor to
the criminal practice of
Krolevetskyi and Partners
Law Firm

expert at Anticorruption
Action Centre

Ph.D. of Law, expert at
the Centre of Policy and
Legal Reform

Natalia Sokolenko

Dmytro Stryhun

Roman Kuybida

Andriy Savchuk

journalist, host of
Ukrainian Radio programs
at the National Television
and Radio Company of
Ukraine

Deputy Head of the
Dnipro Regional State
Administration,
in the past he was
the co-founder of the
“Initiative E +” NGO
(terminated his powers
on December 21, 2019)

Candidate of Law, Deputy
Chairman of the Board of
the Centre of Policy and
Legal Reform

lawyer, partner, head
of dispute resolution
practice “Moris
Group”, member of
the Committee of the
Procedural Law of the
Ukrainian Bar Association
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Taras Shepel
lawyer, chairman of the
arbitration court at the
Ukrainian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
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Oleg Yakymiak

Ihor Bahriy

Lawyer, member of the
Lawyer, Managing
Ukrainian Bar Association, Partner of Bires Law Firm
senior partner of Kushnir,
(terminated on April 23,
Yakymiak & Partners,
2019)
Executive Director of
the Association of Tax
Consultants

Denys Savchenko

Volodymyr Mishchenko

Lawyer at the NGO
CRIMEASOS (terminated
on January 27, 2019)

Executive Director of the
Ukrainian Foundation for
Democracy “People First”
(terminated on January
27, 2019)

Roman Smaliuk
Lawyer, expert at the
Centre for Political
and Legal Reforms
(terminated on July 2,
2019)

We also express our sincere gratitude
to the secretariat and the team of
analysts who provided organizational,
media, and analytical support to the
work of PIC, as well as the DEJURE
Foundation for organizational support
of the PIC secretariat.

ACHIEVEMENTS
PIC initially drafted a detailed list of indicators
to determine non-compliance based on the
criteria of integrity and professional ethics
of judges and candidates. These indicators
were commended by international experts
and moral authorities. The PIC members also
prepared a generalization of the application
of these criteria.
PIC participated in the second selection of
judges to the Supreme Court, the competition
for the High Court of Intellectual Property,
and qualification assessment of judges for
compliance with the position. The results
of processing the judges’ files revealed
thousands of facts that gave grounds to the
claim of the dishonesty of judges/candidates
for the position of a judge.

PIC was successful in wining a two year
battle over artificial restrictions on public
participation in the assessment process.
The Grand Chamber of the Supreme Court
handed down the final decision in the case
on the claim of Vitaliy Tytych, a member
of the PIC of the first convocation, on the
illegality of the amendments to the Rules
of Procedure of the HQCJ in the evaluation
procedure.
During its term in office, PIC approved
dozens of appeals and statements on key
developments in the judiciary.
PIC also developed its institutional capacity.
In particular, thanks to the support of donors,
we updated our official website, added more
convenient search tools, started publishing
documents in open data format (ODF),
provided secretariat and analyst services,
conducted training for the PIC members etc.
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APPROVAL OF CRITERIA AND
INDICATORS FOR THE EVALUATION
OF JUDGES (CANDIDATES FOR
THE POSITION OF A JUDGE)
On January 11, 2019, PIC approved the Indicators
determining the non-compliance of judges
(candidates for the position of a judge) within the
criteria of integrity and professional ethics.
Based on the Bangalore Principles of Judicial
Conduct, the PIC identified six indicators/
principles: independence, impartiality, honesty and
integrity, observance of ethical norms, equality,
and diligence.
For each indicator/principle, a set of noncompliance indicators have been developed and
approved by the PIC, and the PIC members use
these indicators to evaluate judges and candidates
for the position of judge.
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After the approval of the indicators, the PIC engaged
the expert community and the general public for
feedback. Thus, according to anti-corruption expert
Dr. Tilman Hoppe, “in general, the PIC criteria are
well defined, and their content is often illustrated
by examples.” The indicators developed by PIC
were also approved by the All-Ukrainian Council of
Churches and Religious Organizations.
Following the public discussion on indicators,
elaboration
on
the
recommendations
by
Dr. Tilman Hoppe, and with reference to generalized
practice paper, the PIC approved a revised version
of Indicators determining the non-compliance
of judges (candidates for the position of a judge)
on December 16, 2020.

PARTICIPATION IN TWO COMPETITIONS
AND QUALIFICATION ASSESSMENT
During its term in office, the second composition
of the PIC took part in the second selecti to the
Supreme Court, the competition to the High Court
on Intellectual Property1, and the qualification
assessment of judges for compliance with
their position.
Soon after the Presidential election in January
2019, the PIC participated in the second wave of the
competition for 78 vacancies in the Supreme Court
that was announced on August 2, 2018. Despite the
limited time for analytical work and a tight schedule
for interviews with candidates, during JanuaryFebruary 2019, PIC members analyzed 235 candidates
and provided the HQCJ with 71 conclusions on the
candidate’s non-compliance based on the criteria of
integrity and professional ethics.

As a result of the second selection, the HQCJ took
into account a slightly higher percentage of PIC
conclusions than during the 2017 competition. 37
candidates who had a negative PIC conclusion
withdrew from the competition. However, even
though the HQCJ added the findings regarding
32 candidates, 15 of them still won the second
competition for the Supreme Court. Thus, according
to the results of both competitions to the Supreme
Court, out of 192 Supreme Court judges, almost
a quarter (43) have at least one of the signs of
dishonesty as per the defined indicator.
In February 2019, PIC joined the formation of the High
Court on Intellectual Property (HCIP), formed by the
decree of the President of Ukraine on September
29, 2017. Within the framework of the competition
for HCIP, the members of PIC analyzed the files of
49 candidates — to the first instance of HCIP and 17
candidates to the Appeals Chamber of the HCIP.

1

The competition is not yet completed.
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The Public Integrity Council meeting with Sir Anthony Hooper, Member of the Public Council of International Experts

In general, PIC provided HQCJ with 19 conclusions
on candidates for the position of judge. The
competition is not over yet, so it is not yet known
how many conclusions will be taken into account or
rejected by HQCJ.
In March 2019, the HQCJ began the next stage of
qualification assessment of judges of local and
appellate courts. The interviews resumed without
the approval of the schedule by the PIC and
with the time limits that did not allow the PIC to
simultaneously evaluate judges according to the
criteria of professional ethics and integrity nor to
participate in the hearings. Cooperation between
HQCJ and the PIC has also become ineffective
due to procedural obstacles that have not been
resolved by the HQCJ. This has prevented public
participation in the evaluation and previously led
to the withdrawal of the first PIC composition from
the qualification assessment process. In particular,
it is about the lack of HQCJ defined criteria for
assessing the integrity of judges and standards of
proof; the non-transparent scoring procedure; the
“conveyor belt” mode of conducting interviews —
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up to 300 judges per month; conflicts of interest;
and illegal changes to the HQCJ Regulations.
Despite the unrealistic schedule of interviews,
the PIC analyzed 1,682 individual judge’s files
and provided the HQCJ with 472 conclusions and
111 information pieces. According to the results
of the qualification assessment by the previous
composition of the HQCJ, 80% of all judges who
passed the qualification assessment were found to
be suitable for the position, 2% were recommended
for dismissal, and a final decision on the remainder
(18%) was not made.
In 2020, the PIC continued the analysis of judges
within the qualification assessment procedure,
even in the absence of the authorized composition
of the HQCJ. At this time, the PIC provided the
HQCJ with 131 conclusions on individual judge’s
non-compliance with the criteria of integrity
and professional ethics and 5 information pieces
on judges.

THE FINAL VICTORY IN THE SUPREME
COURT, WHICH OPENED THE POSSIBILITY
OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN
THE QUALIFICATION ASSESSMENT
At the end of 2017, HQCJ made changes to
its Regulations, which defined the rules and
requirements for the activities of public bodies,
without consulting the PIC. In particular, the HQCJ
established a list of requirements for the content
and manner of drawing up the conclusions of
the PIC, as well as obliging the PIC to acquaint
judges with information about them, even though
the PIC does not have the contact information
of such judges. Moreover, the HQCJ, contrary to
the law, left the conclusions of the PIC, which do
not meet these excessive requirements, without
consideration.
These changes made it impossible for the PIC to
participate effectively in the judges’ qualification
assessment procedure, which was one of the
reasons why the first composition of the PIC ceased
to participate in this process.
To defend the violated rights, the coordinator of
the first composition of PIC, Vitaliy Tytych, filed
a lawsuit to the Supreme Court. The remaining
members of the PIC of the first convocation were
involved as a third party on the side of the plaintiff
in the case.

During the trial, the members of the PIC argued that
the HQCJ had no right to determine the order of
its work. Such actions by the HQCJ violated Article
19 of the Constitution of Ukraine. On September
18, 2018, the Administrative Court of Cassation of
the Supreme Court declared the provisions of the
Regulations of the HQCJ, which set requirements
for the content of the conclusions of the PIC and
allowed the HQCJ to ignore the conclusions that
do not meet these «artificial requirements», illegal
and invalid.
The HQCJ did not agree with such changes and filed
an appeal. However, on June 25, 2019, the Grand
Chamber of the Supreme Court supported the
position that the HQCJ has no right to determine
the rules of operation for a public body. The judges
completely rejected all the arguments of the HQCJ.
While the court was reviewing the case, the HQCJ
managed to assess approximately 2,500 judges.
All the conclusions provided by the PIC were left
without consideration by the HQCJ with reference
to the illegal provisions of its Regulations. According
to the PIC, this calls into question the assessment
of judges who, based on illegal provisions of the
Regulations, were found to meet the criteria of
integrity and professional ethics.
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MONITORING AND RESPONSE TO
IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE FIELD OF JUSTICE
During its term of office, the PIC constantly monitored important developments in the field of justice
and repeatedly appealed to the competent public authorities to respond to or inform the public about
a phenomenon or event in the judiciary. In particular, PIC:
informed the public about the attempt of the
HQCJ to falsify the results of the assessment
of the judge of the Kyiv Administrative Court
of Appeal, Inna Hryban. A public statement
about this fact became public and prevented
“the judge of the Maidan” from successfully
passing the assessment procedure;
called on HQCJ members to refrain from
making decisions in the event of a conflict of
interest during the qualification assessment,
as well as to stop disseminating inaccurate
information;
reported about the attempt of the last
composition of the HQCJ, in the last weeks of
its powers, to keep in office about a hundred
judges with negative conclusions. Publicity
contributed to the HQCJ cancelling the
decisive meetings in plenary;
called on competent state authorities
to respond to the records published by
the NABU, indicating cases of corruption
an undue influence in the Kyiv District
Administrative Court;
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joined the discussion in defining the
mechanism for creating effective bodies
of judicial governance. In particular, PIC
supported appeals of public organizations
on the principles of ensuring effective control
over the bodies of judicial governance;
expressed its vision for overcoming
the constitutional crisis provoked by the
decision of the Constitutional Court of
Ukraine in the abolition of criminal liability
for false declaration and restriction of
control functions of the National Agency on
Corruption Prevention;
called on the President of Ukraine to reject
the submission of the High Council of
Justice (HCJ) about the appointment of
judges whose qualification assessment has
not been completed. It will be recalled that
the HCJ submission grossly violates the
provisions of the Constitution and the law of
Ukraine “On the Judiciary and the Status of
Judges”, which do not allow the appointment
of a judge who failed to pass the qualification
assessment.

SITE UPDATE AND
PUBLICATION OF DECISIONS
IN OPEN DATA FORMAT
In 2020, the PIC, with the support of the British
Embassy in Ukraine, designed a new official
website and began publishing its decisions in
Open Data Format.
We have made it easy to navigate the website, so
that users can easily find information, view PIC
documents and access relevant news.
The main innovation, however, was that our
decisions made after January 11, 2019, can
now be searched by the following filters: name
of the judge, court, region, competition, type
of decision, and indicator of non-compliance
with the criteria of integrity and observance of
judicial ethics. Now each user, by means of a
simple algorithm, has the opportunity to review
the practice of each of the indicators, which
simplifies the availability of information and
contributes to the predictability of practice.

Discussion on the PIC communication strategy
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COMMUNICATION
Proactive
communication
with
judges,
whistleblowers and judicial authorities was one
of the priority areas of the second composition of
the PIC.
During 2019–2020,
the PIC Secretariat processed:

>1200
>700

During the second term, we published:

114

reports on the PIC website

367

reports on Facebook.

e-mails

phone calls

from judges, candidates for the position of judge,
and citizens who reported cases of dishonest or
unethical behavior of individual judges.
As a result,

more than 100

citizens’ reports were taken into account
by the PIC in their conclusions on judges/
candidates for the position of judge.
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No less important for us was the communication
with civil society, which was carried out through
the official website and the PIC page on Facebook.

Representatives of the PIC participated in numerous
events on judicial reform, which were held by
relevant organizations and international partners,
as well as a shared experience in public control with
a delegation of reformers from Armenia. During its
term, PIC members gave lectures to young leaders of
the Open University of Reforms and mentored youth
innovations in the field of community integrity within
the “U-Inn 2.0: RELOAD Restart Local Democracy”
project of the UN Development Program in Ukraine,
and participated in the All-Ukrainian and regional
discussions on the draft Anti-Corruption Strategy
for 2020–2024 on a fair trial, organized by the
Reanimation Package of Reforms coalition.

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Law of Ukraine “On the Judiciary and the
Status of Judges” does not provide financial or
any other support to the PIC, but does not exclude
the possibility of attracting other sources to carry
out its activities.
During 2019–2020, PIC received support from
several
international
technical
assistance
projects. In particular:
In 2019, PIC’s institutional capacity was
strengthened by the DEJURE Foundation’s project
“Supporting the Effectiveness of Public Oversight
of the Judicial Selection and Evaluation Process”
with the financial aid of Chemonics International
Inc. within the USAID New Justice Program.
PIC was assisted by information monitoring
specialists, experts and a communications
manager. PIC was also provided with technical
support for its website, with the design and layout
of online and printed materials and organizational
support. The total amount of assistance received
was UAH 3,697,571.44.
From January to June 2020, PIC was financially
supported by the DEJURE Foundation’s project
“Judicial Reform Support through Improving
the Selection and Appointment of Judges”,
implemented with the financial support of the
British Embassy in Ukraine. Due to this, PIC
managed to generalize its practice. The project
also provided financial support to upgrade the PIC
website. The total amount of assistance received
was UAH 255,138.24.

From April to September 2020, PIC was supported by
the DEJURE Foundation’s project “Strengthening
the participation of civil society in the evaluation
of judges and candidates by strengthening the
capacity of the Public Integrity Council”, funded
by “Expertise France”. Project assistance was
primarily aimed at engaging analysts for the initial
research of information, from open sources, on
judges/ candidates for the position of judge. The
total amount of funding was UAH 1,337,747.45.
From August to December 2020, the PIC received
assistance from the project “Integrity and
Qualifications of the Judiciary”, realized by the
DEJURE Foundation with the financial support
of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. The
project, in particular, provided technical support
of the PIC website, as well as assisting in involving
analyst network, literary and legal editors to work
on documents. The total amount of expenses was
UAH 994,870.17.
With the support of international technical
assistance programs, PIC members attended
several seminars and workshops useful for the
organizational development of PIC. In 2019, PIC
members held a strategy session, which identified
the main goals and plans for the following year.
They discussed available resources, improving
the effectiveness of internal interaction and
external communication and updated the order
and algorithms of decision-making. The session
also identified the need to systematize previous
developments and practice. PIC members also
attended a seminar in Kyiv, put on by Dr. Tilman
Hoppe, a German expert on judicial ethics and
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Lecture by Roman Kuybida to students of
the Open University of Reforms, October 2019

anti-corruption. Dr. Hoppe analyzed the practice
of applying PIC Indicators for non-compliance with
the criteria of professional ethics and integrity
and provided expert advice. Training on crossexamination, with the participation of the Chairman
of the Public Council of International Experts, Sir
Anthony Hooper, was organized by the International
Development Law Organization (IDLO) was an
important event for the members of the PIC.
PIC also continued its partnership with one of the
best analytical platforms in Ukraine, YouControl,
which provided free access to its analytical
resources and databases for all PIC members.
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The PIC coordinator Andrii Kulibaba –
Mentor of Youth Integrity Promotion Projects at U-Inn 2.0:
RELOAD Restart Local Democracy

As the PIC does not have its own premises or
funds for its rent, meetings were held in the offices
of partner organizations — either at the DEJURE
Foundation, Centre of Policy and Legal Reform,
Reanimation Package of Reforms or online.

The analytical report was prepared with the financial support of UK Aid.
The views and opinions expressed in the report do not necessarily reflect
the official policies of the UK Government.
AUTHOR:
Maksym Sereda
The Public Integrity Councils’ member
DESIGN:
Orest Pidlisetskyi
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